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Sakharov Prize 2022 nominations – Ukraine and more 

15.09.2022: This year, most of the MEPs see a strong case for the Sakharov Prize for Freedom of 

Thought to honour the fight for freedom, democracy and the rule of law in Ukraine. They are 

convinced that the Ukrainians’ courage and endurance in struggling to protect their homes, 

sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity, and their sacrifice must not go in vain. This makes the 

People of Ukraine a very consensual nominee. True? Look into the nitty gritty. While the European 

People’s Party would like to see President Volodymir Zelenskyy represent the Brave Ukrainian 

People, the Progressive Alliance of Socialists & Democrats and Renew Europe recommend 

individuals, representatives of civil society initiatives and state and public institutions like the State 

Emergency Services (SES) of Ukraine, evacuation volunteer Yulia Pajevska, human rights lawyer 

Oleksandra Matviychuk, The Yellow Ribbon Civil Resistance Movement, and the kidnapped mayor 

of Melitopol Ivan Fedorov. For the European Conservatives and Reformists it is President Zelenskyy 

himself as the face of the courage of the Ukrainian people who should be the candidate. 

There is more on the plate: Sônia Guajajara, the renowned environmental and indigenous activist in 

Brazil, leader of an alliance of native peoples, who is working for the protection of the rights of 

indigenous peoples to control their land, was nominated by the Greens/European Free Alliance.  

The Truth Commission in Colombia is the favourite candidate of The Left group in the European 

Parliament who wants to pay tribute to its advocacy for the rights of millions of victims of the 

Colombian civil war.  

MEP Grace O’Sullivan gathered 42 MEP signatures to support Palestinian-American journalist for Al 

Jazeera Shireen Abu Akleh who was shot dead on 11 May 2022, while covering a raid by the Israel 

Defence Forces on a refugee camp in Jenin. .  

And finally, MEP Sabrina Pignedoli together with other 40 Members has chosen another iconic figure: 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, who was responsible for providing world-leading newspapers with 

documents proving war crimes, arbitrary detentions, human rights violations and cases of torture 

unworthy of states claiming to be democratic. 

What’s next? A presentation of the nominees at committee level on 26 September, a vote for a 

shortlist of three on 13 October and the final decision on the laureate 2022 by the Conference of 

Presidents on 20 October. 

It is almost impossible to avoid buying clothes made with Uyghur forced labour  

12.09.2022: Fully engaged in the footsteps of her father, 2019 Sakharov Prize laureate Ilham Tohti, 

Jewher Ilham published an op-ed on why young consumers should care about sustainability and ethics 

and how human rights rhyme with responsible fashion choices. A must-read in Teen Vogue!  

 

https://www.teenvogue.com/story/dismantling-the-politics-of-fashion-and-forced-labor


When human rights reach the catwalk, we can dream big 

3.09.2022: Louise Xin Jonsson, a 2022 Sakharov fellow who is not only a devoted human rights 

activist, but also a talented, award-winning fashion designer, impressed the audience at the Stockholm 

Fashion Week by creatively combining glamour and human rights activism. Her spring/summer 2023 

show - I Have A Dream - aims at raising awareness of the harsh reality of forced labour in the fashion 

world and imagining a new beginning, with fashion industry untanned by such practices and human 

suffering. Following the show, Jewher Ilham, daughter of the 2019 Sakharov Prize laureate Ilham 

Tohti, and MEP Raphael Glucksmann joined Louise for the panel discussion and called for worldwide 

mobilisation to stop forced labour, in China and around the globe.  

ICYM: Louise’s hand-painted “Xinjiang Police File” dress was inscribed with the names of 300 Uyghur 

victims' names from the Xinjiang police file. 

Alexey Navalny: Russian rule of law, smart voting and solitary confinement  

20.08.2022 In a statement on the 2nd anniversary of the poisoning of Alexey Navalny, the EU again 

strongly condemned the assassination attempt and called for his immediate release. And now, some 

rule of law - Russian style. From 16 September, the European Convention on Human Rights stops 

applying to Russia. Alas, its citizens will no longer have a last resort in Strasbourg to defend their rights. 

Russia must continue to abide by previous rulings of the European Court on Human Rights; but it keeps 

ignoring a decision of that court to free Navalny. 

More on law and arbitrariness: from 8 September, prison authorities revoked Navalny’s right to 
confidential contact with his lawyers. They treat him as a repeat offender, using spurious pretexts. 

His real offense? Well, he remains a thorn in the side of the Putin regime. He keeps denouncing the 

authorities, corruption, and the war against Ukraine. He is now forbidden to exchange documents 

with his lawyers. All his correspondence must go via the prison authorities for checks. Worryingly, they 

spare no effort to isolate him in jail and to cripple his health by repeated solitary confinement. 

Meanwhile for the 9-11 September municipal and regional elections in Russia, Navalny’s team 

launched again a smart voting campaign, with a focus on Moscow. A mobile app and Telegram both 

helped voters find candidates Navalny recommends in each district, those who have the best chance 

to beat the ruling party candidate. And it worked.  

In the Way of Saint-James against torture  

In the tourist high season pilgrims flow in the final stretch of the Way of Saint-James in Galicia. To 

them and many locals, 2017 Sakharov Prize laureate Lorent Saleh offered a cultural highlight in the 
Galician summer. His recitals of "Underground Poetry", written while imprisoned in Venezuela, 

accompanied by classical music artistically underpinned Lorent’s ordeal as a political prisoner. A series 
of "Price of Freedom" conferences brought together local citizens, visiting tourists, municipal 

councilors and MEPs, to reflect on the importance of supporting human rights activists. Like in all his 

activities, Lorent Saleh took the chance to promote the Sakharov Prize as a significant act of solidarity 
and awareness raising, which in his case was instrumental to breaking isolation, confinement, and 

eventually releasing him from jail. Watch the events here. 

Applauded worldwide, proscribed at home  

10.09.2022: The 2012 Sakharov Prize laureate Jafar Panahi’s  latest film received the Special Jury Prize 

at the 79th Venezia Biennale Film Festival awards. Khers Nist (No Bears, 2022), a powerful drama 

about filmmaking under a regime that restrains artistic freedom, “addresses his own shortcomings as 

well as his country’s sanctions against him”. Amidst a surge of renewed repression, Iranian authorities 
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have recently detained Jafar Panahi, to complete his six-year prison sentence issued more than ten 

years ago (we reported in our last newsletter edition).  

Beyond Belief – How religious is Iran 

05.09.2022: Reports inform that authorities in Iran have arrested several leaders from the Bahá’i 

community and demolished homes. 2019 Sakharov fellow Iqan Shahidi, himself a Baha'i, who was 

imprisoned for 5 years for campaigning for the right of Baha’is to a university education in a worth-

listening debate featuring Oxford law professor Dr Nazila Ghanea, who was recently appointed the UN 

Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief. Listen to BBC Sounds  

EP URGENCY RESOLUTIONS 

In its September plenary session, the EP strongly condemns the reported atrocities committed by the 
Russian Armed Forces and their proxies in occupied Ukraine. MEPs highlight the forcible deportation 

of civilians, including children, to Russia, as well as Russian abhorrent practices in so-called ‘filtration 

camps’, where families are separated and those who are deemed ‘unreliable’ disappear. MEPs call on 
Russia to fully abide by its obligations under international law and immediately cease the forced 

deportation and forcible transfer of Ukrainian civilians to Russia. They also demand an end to inter-

country adoptions of children transferred from within Ukraine’s internationally recognised borders. 
On Uganda and Tanzania, MEPs express concern about arrests, intimidation and judicial harassment 

against human rights defenders and NGOs fighting against environmental damage and displacement 
of people caused by oil and gas projects. MEPs call on authorities of those countries to release 

immediately anyone arrested arbitrarily. Finally, MEPs condemn the escalating repression against 

opposition, media and civil society in Nicaragua, where they highlight the arbitrary arrest of Bishop 
Rolando Álvarez calling for his unconditional release as well as the annulment of all legal proceedings 

against him and other dissidents. 

Full texts of the resolutions here: Ukraine Uganda and Tanzania Nicaragua   
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